still appeared to cling to her. All would go happily for some days. Then
strange perversion of all that. No visible cause. An unnatural exaggera-
tion of emotional nature that grew more and more morbid. The mystify-
ing reactions became more violent until something like a terrible struggle
between two natures in her would seem to be going on within her all the
time and be tearing her to pieces. Then peace again for some time and a
charming life.
This undertow of strange—often weird—disturbance with happy in-
tervals lasted four years during the construction of the Imperial Hotel.
But the outbreaks grew more destructive as years went by. Domestic
drama increased at the expense of good sense and domestic peace. Misery
and disquiet not only ran alongside the gruelling effort I had to make on
the building of the Imperial, but everywhere life itself now went, various
galling disturbances would take place.
But for me there was always the quest for Japanese prints. And the
mysterious, wonderful Yedo to explore. The print is more autobiographical
than you may imagine. If Japanese prints were to be deducted from
my education, I don't know what direction the whole might have taken.
The gospel of elimination of the insignificant preached by the print came
home to me in architecture as it had come home to the French painters
who developed Cubism and Futurism. Intrinsically the print lies at the
bottom of all this so-called modernism. Strangely unnoticed, uncredited.
I have often wondered why.
CAME YEDO
Like Ancient Rome, Ancient Yedo was a capital of seven hills, every
hill crowned by gay temples and the highways leading over the hills or to
them were hung with red paper lanterns. Yes, the illuminated sign is
ancient! But here, the glowing 'advertising' did not repel the eye. The
characters, so beautiful hi themselves, were ideographs as appropriate to
the eye as the lantern.
This teeming, enormous area is fascinating Yedo. A vast city channelled
but with wide bare-earth streets swarming with humanity their inter-
minable length, beaten down hard by traffic, lined both sides with blue-
grey tile-roofed two-story wooden buildings. A great city that is a gigantic
village. One of the largest cities in the world. Several millions of people
are already there. Here come natives in crowds pulling or pushing at
loaded carts, others peddling, or they go strolling or bargaining along the
shopfronts$ queer little horses drawing loads so balanced just behind on
two great cart wheels that they help push the cart along; strange hump-
backed horses being led along through the throngs by their masters. No
drivers. Big black bullocks, turquoise headdress wound about their big
black horns, come labouring slowly along, head down, sullenly drawing
enormous loads of logs or merchandise. And sprinkled all through the
moving masses of sober-robed people, hand carts, hack-boxes and horses,
picturesque strollers and heaving bullocks, innumerable gaily clad children
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